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Characterizations of epidense subcategories of topological categories and of existence of 
epidense hulls have been described in [2, 3, 41. In this paper a similar characterization is given 
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between finite factorization structures and existence of epidense hulls is investigated. It is found 
to be analogous to the relationship between general factorization structures and epireflective hulls. 
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Introduction 
Since Borsuk introduced shape theory for metric compacta, many authors have 
contributed to its development in a more general context. 
MardeSic [ll] first described a categorical shape theory for topological spaces 
and, more generally, Le Van [lo] defined the shape category with respect to an 
arbitrary category V and a full subcategory X, and Deleanu and Hilton [l] described 
the shape of a functor. Classically V is the homotopy category HTOP of topological 
spaces and .?X the subcategory HCW of polytopes. 
Morita [ 141 introduced another equivalent categorical approach to classical shape 
theory by means of inverse systems of CW-complexes. MardeSiC noted that this 
is possible because HCW is ‘dense’ in HTOP. 
Recently Giuli [2], Giuli and Tozzi [3], Giuli, Strecker and Tozzi [4], showed 
that the theory of g-dense subcategories is fairly similar to the theory of g-reflective 
subcategories. 
It has been known for some time that, if V is a category with nice properties, 
then there is a bijection between the class of all epireflective full, isomorphism- 
closed subcategories of %’ and the class of all ‘perfect’ factorizations for ‘S’ [6, 9, 
S-18]. 
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In this paper we study a similar correspondence between the class of all epidense 
(full and isomorphism-closed) subcategories and the class of all factorization struc- 
tures of a particular kind. 
In [2-4] $-dense subcategories and g-dense hulls have been investigated for 
categories having an (8, JU)-factorization structure. In Theorem 2.1 we extend this 
theory by providing a construction of $-dense hulls in a more general context. 
Other theorems help to show to what extent results in the theory of epireflections 
have analogues for epidense situations. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. If V is a category, Mor V, Iso %‘, Epi V will denote the classes of all morphisms, 
all isomorphisms and all epimorphisms of %. 
1.2. Given a category %, a source with domain X is a pair (X, {fi}r) where Z is a 
class and each fi is a %-morphism with domain X. Such a source will sometimes 
be denoted by (fi), (X, F) or simply by F. If (Y E Mor %:, an (~-source with domain 
X is a source (X, {fi}r) where each fi belongs to (Y. A source is said to be finite if Z 
is a finite set. A source F is called a monosource iff whenever F of = Fog it follows 
that f= g. Y (resp. sPf) will denote the conglomerate of all sources (resp. finite 
sources). 
1.3. A pair (8, Jt) is called a diafactorization structure on %’ provided that 8 is a 
class of %‘-morphisms closed under composition with %-isomorphisms and Jtl is a 
conglomerate of sources closed under composition with isomorphisms uch that 
(a) every source (X, {fi}r) has a factorization fi = mioe where e e 8 and (mi) E Ju; 
(b) whenever e, f are %-morphisms and (mi), (hi) are sources such that e E 8, 
(ml) E Jt and for each i E Z, hi oe = mi 0 f, then there exists a unique morphism d such 
thatf=doe andhi=miodforeachiEZ. 
1.4. Let CY c Mor %? and p c 9, then: 
(a) A(a) will denote the conglomerate of all sources (fi) having the property that 
for each e E 8, if for each i E Z the square 
e 
Y l Z 
(*I gl lhn 
X P Wi 
fi 
commutes, then there exists a unique d: Z -PX such that doe =g and fiod=hi for 
each i E I. 
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(b) Y(p) will denote the conglomerate of all V-morphisms e: Y +Z having the 
property that for each (fi) E p, if for each i E I the square (*) commutes, then there 
exists a unique d:Z +X such that doe = g and fiod = hi for each i E I. 
(c) Ar(a) will denote the conglomerate of all finite sources in A(a). Y#) will 
denote the conglomerate of all morphisms that satisfy the condition in (b) with 
respect to the finite sources contained in p. 
(d) If 01 E Epi %, then a member of A(cr) is called an a-perfect source. p CY is 
called a class of perfect sources if p = A (a) for some class of epimorphisms CY. The 
class of all monosources that are epi-perfect is called the class of strong monosources 
WI. 
(e) a is said to be 
- cobasic (resp. finifee[y cobask) iff cy 
(1) contains all isomorphisms; 
(2) is closed under composition; 
(3) is closed under the formation of pushouts; 
(4) is closed under the formation of (finite) multiple pushouts. 
- isocompositiue iff h = g of belongs to (Y whenever {f, g} c (Y u Iso 5%‘. 
- left-canceilable with respect to Epi %’ iff, whenever h = g of belongs to CY and f 
belongs to Epi %, then f must belong to (Y. 
- pushout-prone (resp. finitely pushout-prone) 
(1) every (finite) (Y-source (X, {Ci}) has a multiple pushout 
c, d, 
X-Yi-Z with diOci in a; 
(2) every 2-indexed source (X, {k, c}) with c E cy has a pushout 
X 
k 
.Y 
C I ,I t with c^ ECY. 
z 
k^ 
T 
- a developmental class (resp. finifely developmental class) iff 
(1) a ZEpi %‘:; 
(2) QI is isocompositive; 
(3) CY is pushout-prone (resp. finitely pushout-prone). 
- an Epi-standard class (resp. finitely Epi-standard class) iff 
(1) a is a developmental class (resp. finitely developmental class); 
(2) a is left cancellative with respect to Epi %. 
1.5. Let CY c Mor %, then V is said to 
- be cY-perfect (resp. finitely a-perfecr) provided that each (finite) source F has an 
essentially unique factorization Gee with e ECY and G o-perfect. [N.B. In this 
case CY c Epi U.] 
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- have weak sink pairs provided that for each pair of morphisms {f, g} with common 
domain, there exists some pair of morphisms {h, k} such that h of = k og. 
Remark. A, and Vf are the restrictions of A and Y (defined in [18]) to S(.Yf). 
Hence ((B{Mor U}, C), (9{Yf}, C), A, Yr) is a Galois connection. 
The proof of the following Proposition is as in [18]. 
1.6. Proposition. For any class P of sources, Y(p) and Y#l) are cobasic. 
We shall let Inv 5%’ now denote the category whose objects are all (non-empty) 
inverse systems of %Y and whose morphisms are defined as follows. If K = (Ki, Pij, I) 
and H = (H,, q,_, M) belong to Inv V, a morphism f: K -, H is a pair 
4:M +1 is a function and fw:Kdt,rj+Hw is a family of morphisms 
p 2 v the diagram 
(f,, 4) where 
such that for 
commutes for some i E I. 
If f = (f,, q%) and f’ = (f L, 4’) are two morphisms K + H in Inv %‘, we define f -f’ 
iff for each Jo E M there exists some i E I such that the following diagram commutes. 
Let Pro %’ denote the category whose objects are the objects of Inv Ce and whose 
morphisms are the equivalence classes of (Inv %)-morphisms. 
1.7. Definition The systems K = (Ki, pii, I> with I a singleton set are called the 
rudimentary systems. They are essentially %-objects and will be denoted as in V. 
Mor,(Pro ‘3’) will denote the class of all (Pro V)-morphisms with codomain a 
rudimentary system. 
A morphism f: K + H with K rudimentary and H = (Hi, pii, I) is a natural source 
fi : K + Hi; a morphism f: K + H with K = (Ki, pij, I) and H rudimentary is repre- 
sented by a morphism fi: Ki --, H, for some i E 1. A morphism f: K + H with both K 
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and H rudimentary is essentially a V-morphism and its equivalence class is a 
singleton set. Thus %’ can be thought as a subcategory of Pro %‘. 
From now on, f:K+H will denote both an (Inv %‘)-morphism and a (Pro %‘)- 
morphism. 
1.8. Definition. For (Y c Mor %‘, we say that a (Pro %)-morphism /: (Ki, pij, I) + H 
belongs to A (a) provided that for every g E (Y and every commutative square 
(*) 
!x 
‘B 
r 
i ,I 5 
K H 
f 
in Pro %’ there exist i E I and di : B --, Ki such that di og = ri and, if fi E f, then fi odi = S. 
We note that (*) commutes in Pro %’ if there exists some fi E f such that h 0 rj = s og. 
Dually, for /3 E Mor,(Pro VZ:), g E Y(p) provided that for each f E p and each 
commutative square (*), there exist i E I and di : B + Kc such that diog = ri and, if 
fiEf, thenfiodi=s. 
1.9. Proposition. For any fl SMor,(Pro Ce) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
1.10. 
Y(p) contains all isomorphisms; 
Y(p) is closed under composition with isomorphisms ; 
Y(p) is closed under the formation of pushouts. 
Proposition. A and Y form a Galois connection between 9(Mor %‘) and 
B(Mor,(Pro U)). 
Proof. Clearly, by the definition, A and Y are both inclusion reversing and (Y C 
YA ((r), /3 G YA@) for any a GMor V and /? GMor,(Pro U). 
1.11. 
(a) 
(b) 
1.12. 
Definition. If a GMor V, then 
cu={f=(fi):X-,K=(Ki,p,,r)lfiE(y,foreachiEr); 
AA (a) = {K E Ob(Pro U) 1 everyf:K+H is in A(a)}. 
Definition. For w C Ob(Pro %‘:) we say that an epimorphism f :A + B belongs 
to x(o) provided that for each K = (Ki, pijv I) E w and g :A + K, there is some i E I 
and hi : B + Ki such that gi = hi of. 
1.13. Proposition. If V has weak sink pairs, then x and AA yield a Galois connection 
between B(Ob(Pro U)) and .9(Epi %:). 
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Proof. Clearly, by the definitions x and dA are inclusion reversing. Let K E o C_ 
Ob(Pro U) and f: K+H any (Pro %)-morphism belonging to Mor,(Pro %). Let 
g, s, t such that f~s = tog with g E x(w). By the definition of x(w) there exists i E I 
and di such that di 0 g = si. If fi E f, then since g is an epimorphism fi odi = t. Thus 
6J G&4x(w). 
Lete:A*BEaGEpi%‘andg:A ~K,whereK=(Ki,pii,I)EA‘4(a).PickiEI; 
since %’ has weak sink pairs, there exists (hi, k) such that hi og, = k oe. NOW h, 
represents a (Pro %)-morphism R : K + H with h E A (a ). Thus there exists di : B + Kj 
such that dj oe = gi. Hence e E ,yAA (a ). 
1.14. Proposition. For any w G Ob(Pro Ce), x (01 
(1) contuins all isomorphisms; 
(2) is closed with respect to composition with isomorphisms ; 
(3) is closed under the formation of pushouts; 
(4) is left cancellable with respect to Epi %. 
1.15. Definition. Let 3Z be a full and isomorphism-closed subcategory of the 
category % and cy a class of %-morphisms. % is called an a-dense subcategory of 
‘3’ iff for every V-object X there exists a x-inverse system K = (Ki, pii, I) and a 
(Pro %)-morphism r:X --f K, where r E Q, such that for every morphism f: X + K 
(KE?i3 
(a) there exists i E I and fi: Ki + K such that fi ori = f; 
(b) if gi : Ki -+ K satisfies gi ori = f, then there exists i 2 i such that fi “pii = gi op,,. 
The conditions (a), (b) are called the Morita conditions. 
The (Pro %)-morphism r:X +K is called the X-expansion of X. 
2. Results 
2.1. Theorem. If % is a finitely a-perfect category, then every class w of B-objects 
has an a-dense hull, Cam. 
Proof. Let 9~ = (X 1, Af) be the total source from X into w, let 
{Sp =(X r: - A#M 
be the family of all finite sources contained in 95 and let 
be the (a, A,(a))-factorization of SF. Let 9,(o) be the full subcategory of %’ whose 
objects are given by all A, x where X E Ob V and 9rU is a finite source in 9~. 
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Factorization of identities shows that w C%(W). If .9,, and 9” are given by 
fI:X+Al andf’,:X+A’,, and 
are their factorizations, then we define v G CL iff 9,_, 5 9”. In this case there exists 
d,, :Ac-rA? such dv,,OeE =e?. Thus Ax = (A:, d,,, M) is an inverse system and 
ex = {ec} is a natural source. Now let f :X + K be a morphism into an object of 
D,(W). Its factorization 
is such that efx ~{ez} and gf represents a (Pro %)-morphism g with gOex =f. If 
K =A:, some Y, then there exists a finite source FW c pty, and e:: Y +A: and a 
finite source 54, such that %~oe~ =FW with ez E Q and 2& E n(a 1. 9JW of is a finite 
source with domain X whose factorization gW oet is such that e: E ex. Since ef E LY 
and gfieA(cy), then there exists d:Az*AL such that doeF=f. Thus 9=(w) is 
a-dense. Suppose 8 is a-dense and contains w. Let Ax be the 9,(w)-expansion 
of X and let Ai be any object in Ax. If r = (r*: Ai + B) is the %expansion of Ai, then 
e, 
X- Ai 2 B=(Bh,PAwrM) . 
there exists a finite source (f, :X +A,), A, E w, that is factored by means of ei E (Y 
and (g,) E A(a), and for every p there exist B*, and h,, such that h,, orA, = g,. 
Since there exist only finitely many Ag there exist k E M such that k 2 AP for each 
cc. fk ~a is the first factor of (g,)EA(a), so fk CA(a). Thus fk is an isomorphism 
and Ai E 93. 
2.2 Theorem. Let a be a family of epimorphisms of V. If a is closed with respect to 
composition with isomorphisms and %? is finitely a-perfect, then 
(a) a = &$(a ); 
(b) a is cobasic. 
Proof. Always a C YfAf(a). Let f E YfAf(a) and f = hoe be the (a, Af(a))-factoriz- 
ation off. By the definition of Y, there exists d such that d of = e and h od = 1. So 
d is an isomorphism and f = d-‘oe E a. 
(b) Follows from Proposition 1.6. 
The following theorem is the ‘finite analogue’ of that which occurs under stronger 
‘infinite’ hypothesis; cf. [17]. 
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2.3. Theorem. Let a be a finitely developmental class of ‘G-morphisms. For each 
X E Ob V there exists some f :X + A: with f E (Y and A$E AA (a). 
Proof. Let 9~ = (X L At) be the total a-source from X and let 
{Pi = (X A Al)} 
be the family of all finite sources contained in &. Let X 
e: 
-A? be the co- 
intersection of Pii. Define i =~j iff 9ri =(X 
e: 
-A:) contains 9i = (X 
e; 
-A:). If 
.Fi 2 Pi let {el} denote the subset of 9i given by {el (3~ with el = et}. If 
are the co-intersections of {el} and {e’,}, then by the definition of co-intersection 
there exists pii:AT +A: such that pijog;= ga. A: = (A:, pij, I) is an inverse system 
ande:=(e*)Ecu.Letf:Ag+Kandletg,rands besuchthatgca andsog=for. 
So there exists i E I such that s og = fiori. Since a is finitely pushout-prone then 
there exists the co-intersection (pi, qi) of (g, ri). 
Y 
Since PiEa then piOeT:X*AEa. If e?:X+A? is the co-intersection of 
(X c: -Al), let X 
e; 
-A: be the co-intersection of (e;, pi oe?), i.e., there exist 
g~:A~-*A~andk:A-,A~withe~=g~~e~=k~p,~e).ClearlyA~~A~andi’~i. 
Define di*=koqi- By the definition, since kopioe: =ef =pi*ioe?, kopi =pi,i. Thus 
di,og=k~qiog=kopiori=pi,iori = Ties If fi, E f, then fivodifog = fi*ori* = s og. Since g is 
an epimorphism, fi*odi* = s. Hence f: A:+ K E A(a). 
2.4. Theorem. Let a be a family of %?-epimorphisms that is finitely pushout-prone. 
Consider the following statements: 
(a) a is finitely cobasic ; 
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(b) %’ is ((Y, A(a ))-factorizable and a is isocomposiriue ; 
(c) a = YA(a) and a is closed with respect to composition. 
Then, (a)-(b)@(c). 
Proof. (a)e (b). Let f:X+ Y be a V-morphism and consider all factorizations 
f = g, oerr, with e, E a. Let A* = (A:, pijy I) be the inverse system obtained as in 
Theorem 2.3 by means of co-intersections of all finite a-sources contained in (e,) 
and let e* = (e?) be the natural source from X to A*. Since ‘a is finitely cobasic, 
every e? belongs to a and, by the definition of co-intersection, for any i E Z there 
exists hi :A: --, Y such that hioe: =f. Furthermore all the h, represent a (pro %‘)- 
morphism ZJ such that h oe = f. Now let g, s, r be such that s og = ZI or with g E a. 
For each iEZ let e” :X+A* be the co-intersection of el:X+A: and (pi,qi) the 
pushout of (g, ri). Since by the definition of pushout there exists I such that t ‘Pi = hi 
and pi oe? E a, then it belong to (e,). If e: is the co-intersection of {e;, pioe*} then 
j~i and there exists k such that koqiog=rj and hjokoqi=s. Thus h ~.4(a). 
(a) + (c). Since Y and A are a Galois connection a c YA (a ). Let f E Y/i (a) and 
let gee the (a, A(a))-factorization obtained in (a) a(b). So there exists a rep- 
resentative gi ~g for all i E I. Hence there exist i E Z and d, such that di of = ei, 
giod,=l.Thusf=d;‘oeiEa. 
(c) *(a) follows from Proposition 1.9. 
2.5. Theorem. Let a be a family of Ce-epimorphisms that is finitely pushout-prone. 
Consider the following statements: 
(a) a is finitely Epi-standard; 
(b) a =x(w) for some o E Ob(Pro %‘); 
(c) a =,yAA(a). 
(1) Always (a)+(b)e(c). 
(2) Zf a is closed under composition, then all three are equivalent. 
Proof. Ad(l): (a)+(b). Let o = {A$},,, where AZ is defined as in Theorem 
2.3. Let f:Y+ZEa, A$EW and g:Y+A% be any (Pro%)-morphism. By 
hypothesis there exists the pushout (ri, s) of (f, gi) for all i E Z, and by Theorem 2.3 
A$cAA(a). SO there exist iEZ and di:Z+A* such that diOf=gim Let f:X+ Y 
be now an epimorphism in x(o). If e:X +A% is the natural a-source defined in 
Theorem 2.3, then there exist i E Z and di: Y +Ai such that diof =ei E a. Hence, 
since a is left-cancellable with respect to Epi %, f E a. 
(b) e (c). By Theorems 2.3 w 5 AA (a) then a =x(w) ?xAA(a). Let f:X+ 
Y EX(O), K E AA (a) and g :X +K = (Xi, pij, I) be any (Pro W-morphism. For 
every i E Z let (pi, qi) be the pushout of (gi, f). The family (pi) represents a (Pro U)- 
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morphism p that belongs to A (a), so, there exist some i E 1 and hi such that hi of = gi. 
Thus f E xA_4 (a j. 
Ad(2). (c) +(a). The proof follows from Proposition 1.14. 
2.6. Theorem. Let a be a family of V-epimorphims that is finitely pushout-prone. 
Consider the following statements: 
(a) a is finitely epistandard; 
(b) V is (a, A(a))-factorizable and a is left-cancellable with respect to epi- 
morphisms ; 
(c) a = YA(a) and a is left-cancellable with respect to epimorphisms; 
(d) For every X E Ob V there exists f: X + A$, with f E a and A$ E AA (a) and a 
is left-cancellable with respect to epimorphisms ; 
(e) a = XAA (a). 
(1) Always (a) 3 (b) +(c). 
(2) If 5%’ has weak sink pairs, then (d) 3 (e). 
(3) If %‘has weak sink pairs and a is closed under the composition, then (a)@(b)- 
(c)@d)@(e). 
Proof. Ad(l). (b) 3(c). Since Y and A form a Galois connection a E VA(a). If 
f E YA(a) and h oe is its (a, A(a))-factorization, then there exist i EI and di such 
that diof = et. Since CY is left-cancellable with respect to epimorphisms, then f E a. 
(a) 9 (b). The proof follows from Theorem 2.4 ((a) + (b)). 
Ad(2). (d) 3 (e). Since %’ has weak sink pairs, x and AA form a Galois connec- 
tion (Proposition 1.13). Thus a c,yAA (a). Let g:X + Y belong to xAA (a). By (d) 
there exists f: X +A$ with f E a and A$ = (Ai, pii, I) E AA (a). SO there exist i E I 
and hi such that hi og = fi E a. Hence g E a. 
Ad(3). (c) + (d). It follows from Theorem 2.3 since, by Proposition 1.9, a is a 
finitely developmental class. 
(e) 3 (a). The proof follows from Proposition 1.14. 
2.7. Definition. If w E Ob % then we denote with w the class of (Pro %)-objects 
obtained by means of all inverse systems of o-objects and, conversely, if o is a 
class of (Pro %)-objects, then w will be the class of all V-objects contained therein. 
2.8. Proposition. For every class w c Ob %, x(w) =x(w) and it is cobasic and 
left-canceflabie with respect to epimorphisms. 
Proof. Since wlw, x(o>Cx(w). If f:A+BEx(w), then for every g:A+K= 
(Ki, pii, I), K E W, there exists hi : B + Ki such that hi of = gi for all i E I. That X(W) 
is cobasic and left-cancellable with respect to epimorphisms follows from Proposi- 
tion 3.6(2) of [17]. 
2.9. Corollary. If % has pushouts, then %’ is (x(o), Ax(W))-factorizable for every 
class w C Ob %‘. 
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Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.6 since ,Y(w) is finitely epistandard. 
2.10. Theorem. Let V be a cowell powered category and let w be a class of V-objects. 
Consider the following: 
(a) w is iso-closed and the full subcategory of V with object class w is epidense 
in V; 
(bt) w ~A&(w)=dA(w); 
(bz) o =AA,Y(w)=AAx(w); 
(cl 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(i) w is closed with respect to isomorphisms ; 
(ii) w is closed under the formation of products of pairs ; 
(iii) w is closed under the formation of equalizers. 
Always (a) 3 (bi). 
If Ce has pushouts, then (b*)+(a). 
If V has pushouts, is finitely productive and has equalizers, then 
Proof. Ad(l). (a) + (br). Let K E w and let f, g, r, s such that s of =gor with 
f E x(o) =x(w). Since K = (Ki, Pii, I) E w, then Ki E w for all i EL Thus there exist 
iEIanddi:Y-,Kisuchthatdiof=ri. 
Ad(2). (b2) +(a). Since x(w) =x(w) and it is epistandard (Proposition 2.8), by 
Theorem2.6foreachXEOb %‘thereexistsf:X-,A$withfE~(w),A:EA~(o)= 
o. So for every g: X + K, K E w, there.exist i E I and hi such that hi ofi = g. 
Ad(3). (a) e(c). The proof is Theorem 2.2 of [2]. 
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